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ABSTRACT
Similarity-based retrieval of images is an important task in image databases. Most of the user's
queries are on retrieving those database images that are spatially similar to a query image. In defence
ntratenies.
one wants
.
..-..
~~~- to h o w a number of armowed vehicles. such as battle tanks. oortable missile
launching vehicles, etc. moving towards it, so that one can decide counter strategy. content-based spatial
similaritv
retrieval of imaaes can be used to locate soatial relationshiv of various obiects in a m c i f i c area
.
....
from the aerial photographs and to retrieve images similar to the query image from image database. A
content-based image retrieval system that erticiently and effectively retrieves information from a defence
image database along with the architecture for retrieving images by spatial similarity is presented. A robust
. .for retrieval bv.soatial similarin, is -~rooosed
that utilises both directional and topological
alaorithm SIMw
- relations for computing similarity between images, retrieves similar images and recognises images even
after thev undcrno modellinn transformations (translation. scale and rotation). A case study for some of
the comkon obhcts, used i i defence applicat~onsusing ~ ~ ~ ~ a l ~ o rhas
i tbeen
h m done..
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been widespread interest
in multimedia technology. As such, image database
system has been the subject of extensive research
during the last decade of the past century and
going to become one of the topics of prime
importance in this century. Images are being
generated at an ever increasing rate by sources,
such as defence and civilian satellites, biomedical
imaging, fingerprinting and scientific experiments.
For example, NASA's earth observing system
will generate 1 Terabyte of satellite data per day
in full operation. With increase in number of applications
of images, one is confronted with a greater need
to manage such a large number of images efficiently.
Due to difficulty in capturing the content of
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images using textual annotations, a content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) system, which can efficiently
and effectively use the information from these
repositories is required. The application areas in
which CBIR is a principal activity include: (i) defence
applications, (ii) remote sensing and management
information
of earth resources, (iii) geographical
- - system, (iv) art galleries, (v) medical imaging, (vi)
interior design, (vii) weather forecasting, (viii) fabric
and fashion designing, and (ix) digital libraries.
A current trend in image retrieval is towards
content-based retrieval. Rather than proceeding
via a manually generated text-based description,
CBIR works by matching the query against a (semi)
automatically generated representation of the
content of an image1. The retrieval engine returns
a set of image matches that have close similarity.
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Content-based retrieval of an image is based
on the features of the corresponding image. Image
has two kinds of features, visual features (colour,
texture, and shape), and relationship features2(spatial
relations among the objects in a picture). These
features are extracted once in the indexing process
(semi) automatically when the images are entered
into the database. A few commercial content-based
image retrieval systems, such as the QBIC3 system
and MIT's Photobook4, retrieve images based on
primitive features (colour, shape, and texture).
A similarity algorithm ranks images in the
database according to their degree of resemblance
to the query image. Similarity retrieval may use
colour, shape, texture, semantic constraints and
spatial constraints. Spatial relationships are important
ingredients for expressing constraints in retrieval
system for image databases5. This paper highlights
a spatial approach to CBIR. Retrieval by spatial
similarity (RSS) deals with a class of queries that
depend on spatial relationships among domain
objects6.An RSS algorithm ranks images in database
as per similarity with the query image by applying
the spatial similarity function.
By applying CBIR in defence, it is essential
to know the number of defence vehicles and their
spatial locations in aerial photographs. A possible
query for defence image database can be to
retrieve all images similar to a given query image,
consisting of various objects of interest. The image
retrieval system uses spatial relation of objects in
an image, and a unified approach is proposed for
representation of spatial relationship that
integrates both directional and topological relations.

2. IMAGE RETRIEVAL-RELATED
WORKS
2.1 Image Retrieval using Spatial
Relationships
Chang7, et al. have proposed an algorithm for
image retrieval using spatial relationships. In this,
the images in the database are represented as
symbolic images. Symbolic projection method based
on a 2-D image representation, called the 2-D
string, has been presented. This representation

preserves the object's spatial knowledge embedded
in the image. The spatial similarity problem
then becomes a problem of 2-D subsequence
matching.
2.2 Algorithm for Similarity Retrieval

An algorithm for similarity retrieval, based
on 2-D string was proposed by Chang and Lees.
The symbolic image is represented as a set of
triplets (Ox, 0,, r,) where 0 , and 0, are the two
symbolic objects and r, is the spatial relationship
between 0, and 0. ~ f spatial
l
relationships are
stored in a hash table. A hash function is used to
map ordered triples into indexes in the picture
table. By searching the pre-constructed hash table
for all triplets associated with a query, images
matching with the query can be determined. This
retrieval is based on perfect match of spatial relationship,
which is a severe limitation. In general, all methods
based on 2-D string can recognise translation and
scaling image variants but not rotation variants.
2.3 Image ~ e p r e s e n t a t i o n- OR-String
A geometry-based image representation, the
OR-String was proposed by GudivadaS.This method
uses the inherent geometric features in the image
for image representation. Each image is represented
by a set of objects having an id, centroid, left and
right neighhours, left and right distances, which are
ordered by an angle between the edge joining their
centroid with the image centre-of-mass and the
x-axis. The proposed spatial similarity algorithm
recognises translation, scaling, rotation and arbitrary
image variants.

2.4 Algorithm based on Spatial Orientation
Graph
A spatial similarity algorithm based on spatial
orientation graph (SOG) is introduced by Gudivada
and Raghavan6. The SOG is used to represent
domain objects and their spatial relationships in an
image. Spatial similarity algorithm SIM, can deal
with translation, scaling and perfect and multiplerotation image variants. None of the above algorithms
uses topological constraints to access similarity.
The spatial similarity algorithm proposed in this
study deals with both the directional and the
topological constraints.
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3. IMAGE RETRIEVAL BY SPATIAL
SIMILARITY
The proposed CBIR architecture consisting of
image archival and retrieval parts is shown in
Fig. 1. The system is designed to retrieve images
based on spatial similarity. The system analyses
contents of image, generates appropriate
representation and then archives it in the image
database after compression. Then, an index is
assigned to information item by the indexing
module. For example, an image will be represented
by properties of the image objects and their spatial
relationships. The image database is a repository
of the derived information as well as the images
in raw form. In the image retrieval process, the
query analysis module first analyses the query and
generates content description. All the stored contents
are ranked as per the similarities between their
indices and the query description by the retrieval
module. A ranked list is passed to the browsing
module and the user can browse and explore the
contents.

shown in Fig. 2(a). There are eight fundamental
topological relations between the two planar regions,
such as disjoint, meets, contains inside, overlap,
covers covered by, and equals". These are shown
in Fig. 2(b). Directional relations are not sufficient
for characterising spatial similarity because they
only consider the spatial orientation of an object
while ignoring its spatial extent. In addition,
directional relations are not rotation-invariant.
Topological relations, on the other hand, always
exist between any two objects and are mutually
exclusive. Topological relations are preserved under
perfect translation, scaling or rotation transformation.
Various forms exist for image representation
in image databases. For an image representing
information at the pixel level called the physical
image, various image processing and image
understanding techniques are used to identify the
objects in the image and their relative positions

3.1 Image Content Analysis
Spatial relatioas may be classified into directional
and topological relations. The frequently used
directional relations are north, south, east and west.
Some researchers add the mixed directional relations
like northeast, northwest, southeast and southwest;
others use the positional directional relations like
left, right, above and belowlo. These relations are

Figure 2(a). Directional relations
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Figure Z(b). Topological relations

within the image. For example, image colour
histogram is an appropriate logical feature to
process colour similarity queries. For spatial
similarity queries, various logical representations
exist, such as 2-D string7,spatial orientation graphs6
(SOGs) and the symbolic image9.

overR-tree12 and its variants", such as the space
required for each entry at the leaf level is reduced
by nearly half, the insertion and deletion operations
are simpler, giving better performance in searching.

The symbolic image used here is a logical
representation of the physical image. Image
segmentation and image understanding techniques
are used to identify the objects in the image and
their relative positions within the image. Since the
logical images require negligible space relative to
physical images, the logical images are useful in
distributed environment. The physical images are
stored only at a central node, whereas the logical
images are stored at each local node. Only those
images relevant to a query need to be transferred
from the central node to the local node6. The image
objects are represented in the form of a centroid
or the comers of minimum bounding rectangles
(MBRs). The MBR is the minimum size rectangle
that completely encloses a given object.

The spatial similarity retrieval deals with a
class of queries based on spatial relationships
among the domain objects. A new similarityalgorithm
SIMtef for similarity by directional and topological
relat~onsis introduced. The algorithm assesses
similarity between the two images based on the
number of common objects between the two
images and the directional and topological
relations between the objects.

3.2 Image Indexing

Indexing images by their object contents is
crucial to effective search and retrieval in an image
database. The collection of image objects in image
databases can be quite large. Efficient indices are
required to accelerate the searching process. There
are many methods for indexing in multidimensional spaceI2J"' The proposed CBIR system
provides a sophisticated indexing technique for
content-based image indexing using multidimensional B+ treesn4.Multidimensional B' tree
exploits the major features of the B+ tree and
establishes an index structure in multidimensional
space based on a linear order. This linear order gives
the multi-dimensional B+ tree various advantages

3.3 Retrieval by Spatial Similarity

In the similarity algorithm, directional spatial
relationships between objects in symbolic image
are represented as edges in a SOG6. An edge list
corresponding to each symbolic image and query
image is then constructed. An edge is a line
connecting the centroids of two objects and the
weight associated with the edge is the slope of
that edge.
The similarity function uses the edge list
of query inwe (El$ and that of the database
image (E,) to compute the degree of closeness
between the two images. The directional similarity
function SIMdef is a function defined as SIM,:
{(Eqr9Edb)}l(0,1)~
The function used to estimate topological
similarity between the two objects Oi and 0, is
called t(O,, OV!) and it returns 1 if the same
topological relat~onholds in I9and Idbetween the
objects 0, and Oj,and 0 otherwise. The S1Md.l
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
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The time complexity of SIMde,is 0 (IEq,I+lEdJ)
since the algorithm involves searching for each
edge in EqFfor corresponding edge in the sorted
list of E,.
4. RESULTS

The image used for testing the results of S I M ,
algorithm is shown in Fig. 4(a). It has three defence
objects-tank, truck, and Bofors gun. These objects
are given ids 1 0 , , 10, and IO,, respectively.
Fig. 4(b) shows the objects extracted from the
image and their corresponding MBRs. Example

1

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. SIM, algorithm: (a) original image and
extracted objects and (b) MBRs and object ids.

image and its logical image representation in which
each object is represented by its centre of mass
is shown in Fig. 5. Now consider the query image
in Fig. 6(a), which shows the logical image
representation of original image after rotating all
objects by 45' about the image centre of mass.
To calculate similarity between this image and
the original image, angle is calculated to be -45'.
Rotating all the objects by this angle will align
query image with the original image, and SIM,,
will compute the closest similarity value of 1.
Figure 6(b) shows another query consisting of
only two objects. The spatial similarity algorithm
will compute similarity between the query image
and the database image. The proposed CBIR system
will give all images having common objects to the
query image. As it is very difficult to get real
defence aerial images, experiments were conducted
to test the algorithm using a collection of created
synthetic test images. However, the algorithm can
easily be extended for real-life images using a
good segmentation algorithm. The performance of
the algorithm was tested on the synthetic images
and it was observed that the algorithm performance
is good up to 5000 images.

..
Figure 6. SIM, algorithm: (a) all objects rotated by 45"
about the image centroid (query 1) and (b) image
consists of only two objects (query 2).
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The processing time of the similarity algorithm
was measured. The tests were carried out on a PC
with a pentium 111 processor (866 MHz) and
128 Mbyte RAM. For every query, the database
image matching takes about 4 s to 10 s.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
This paper introduces a general architecture
of CBIR system for defence applications. An
efficient algorithm for retrieving images by spatial
similarity in image database has been presented.
The proposed algorithm deals with both the
directional and the topological spatial relations
and it is translation, scaling and rotation-invariant.
Experiments to test the algorithm used created
gray scale symbolic images of various objects
used in defence applications.
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To avoid exhaustive search in defence image
database, currently the multidimensional B+ trees
for indexing are being used. The results are
encouraging. Future research directions include
incorporating the more sophisticated indexing
mechanism to SIM,, algorithm, and use of skeletons
for object representation. Further efforts will extend
the present work to real image repositories and
video retrieval.
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